The rapidly accumulating biological data generated by next-generation sequencer motivate the development of improved tools for sequence alignment. Many technologies have been proposed for this purpose, and one of them is GPU computing. Existing acceleration of sequence aligners using GPU computing overemphasize speed. However, other factors such as accuracy, performance per watt, price-performance and programming complexity are also important and need to be considered. Based on the existing literatures of GPU-based sequence aligners, this paper gives a literature evaluation of these sequence aligners from the above perspectives, in order to determine the usability of the tremendous GPU-based sequence aligners.
INTRODUCTION
With the coming of big data era, traditional widely adopted sequence aligners such as BLAST can no longer meet the need to analyse the rapidly accumulating sequence data. In response to this challenge, new algorithms have been proposed to increase speed with no sacrifice in sensitivity or accuracy. One example is USEARCH (Edgar, 2010) .
Some new technologies such as GPU computing have also been used to accelerate alignment. Several traditional sequence aligners have been implemented with CUDA. However, to highlight performance the authors tend to overemphasize the gain of speed. Besides speed, Accuracy, performance per watt, price-performance and programming complexity are also important factors that need to be concerned, yet omitted by almost all of the authors. Should I move my task to the GPU platform? This is the question that this article will answer. This article aims to systematically evaluate the usability of these tremendous aligners from a comprehensive point of view.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials
Several sequence aligners have been migrated to GPU. We investigate the widely-known CUDA compatible sequence aligners that were developed in recent years through the method of literature search. The hardware and speedup information are listed in Table 1 . The speed performances of some aligners vary with dataset, so we calculated the average speedup if data is provided, otherwise the mentioned speedup is used. Some aligners such as NCBI BLAST and BWA can exploit the multicore feature of CPU, so we use the speedup of the GPU-based aligner compared with its multi-threaded counterpart in later calculations under this situation. The number of threads is equal to the number of CPU cores.
Methods
Most GPU-based sequence aligners achieve some extent of speedup compared with the corresponding aligners implemented on CPU. GPU computing is a solution for high performance computing and has much potential, but it is not a panacea. There are some cases where GPU computing may not be beneficial. In this section, we discuss four major factors regarding the use of GPU: accuracy, performance per watt, price-performance and programming complexity.
Some of the CUDA compatible aligners don't discuss the accuracy in the papers. We can infer from the implementation of algorithm.
Performance per watt of these aligners compared with their corresponding CPU-based aligners is evaluated by PPW GPU+CPU /PPW CPU . It is calculated with the following formula. 
Pr GPU and Pr Sys are the price of GPU and system respectively. S stands for speedup. Since different pcs and servers are used, to be even we use a range (from $1000 to $3000) to denote the price of system. The price of a PC and a server are about $1000 and $3000 respectively. There is no straightforward criterion to evaluate programming complexity. But some factors such as degree of popularization can be a point of view which indicates the complexity.
RESULTS
Accuracy
In original literature, only three papers (CUDA-BLASTP, SOAP3 and BarraCUDA) give detailed discussion of accuracy. SOAP3 and BarraCUDA get nearly the same accuracy with their corresponding CPU-based aligners. Although CUDA-BLASTP gets a little worse result when aligning sequences shorter than 128, it is much faster (CUDA-BLASTP achieves speedup of up to 10.0 compared with sequential NCBI BLASTP). Other aligners get the same accuracy with their corresponding CPU-based aligners.
Performance per Watt
GPU computing is energy-effective for many applications. We gather the power dissipation information in Table 2 according to the hardware information listed in Table 1 .
Higher PPW GPU+CPU /PPW CPU value indicates better performance per watt. If PPW GPU+CPU /PPW CPU is higher than 1, it means the GPU-based aligner is more energy-effective. Six out of nine get PPW GPU+CPU /PPW CPU value higher than 1. These aligners can be divided into different groups. SOAP3 and BarraCUDA are shortread aligners. CPU is a better choice for BarraCUDA. SW-CUDA, GSW and CUDASW++ are implementations of Smith-Waterman algorithm on GPU. They generally get a higher PPW GPU+CPU / PPW CPU compared with GPU-BLAST and CUDA-BLASTP. This is because Smith-Waterman algorithm can better utilize the parallelism of GPU compared with NCBI BLAST. Sequence alignment with a suffix tree such as MUMmer might be expected to be a poor candidate for GPU, but MUMmerGPU stills get a relative good result because MUMmer cannot exploit the multicore feature of modern CPU. Table 3 : Prices of the hardware. The data are from the paper (Schatz et al., 2007) , (Amazon, 2012) and (Tweakers, 2012) . M denotes the price of system and ranges from $1000 to $3000.
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Price-performance
For large research institutes, cost is not the bottleneck at most times, but it is still an important factor. Table 3 lists the prices of the hardware. Some GPUs are out of production now, and the price of hardware changes with time. So we use the retail prices when the paper is published. If PPR GPU+Sys /PPR Sys value is lower than 1, it means the GPU-based aligner is more economical than the corresponding aligner based on CPU. Seven out of nine get PPR GPU+Sys /PPR Sys value lower than 1. The different groups of sequence aligners give similar result to those of energy efficiency performance. The GPU-based aligners are generally more economical than CPU-based aligners except GPU-BLAST and BarraCUDA.
Programming Complexity
We first consider the emerging time of some GPUbased aligners and their corresponding aligners based on CPU. SOAP3 and BarraCUDA are released in 2012, and their corresponding CPUbased aligners SOAP2 and BWA are released in 2009. The intervals are both three years which are much longer compared with the transplant interval of cloud-based applications. On the other hand, Wikipedia (Sequence alignment software, 2012) provides a list of sequence aligners, but only a small portion of them are implemented with GPU.
DISCUSSIONS
From the user's standpoint, to obtain optimal result accuracy should always be preferred to speed. Most of the sequence aligners mentioned above complies with this principle.
From above result we can see that even though some sequence alignment algorithms such as BLAST and MUMmer are not intrinsically suitable for parallelization, they still get considerable speedup without loss of accuracy. At the same time, the performance per watt and price-performance of GPU is better for most of the sequence aligners. GPU computing is still a low-cost and energyefficient solution for high performance computing.
The programming complexity of CUDA slows down the popularization of GPU computing in some extent. But with the release of new NVIDIA GPU compute architecture and the spread of some parallel computing standards such as OpenACC (OpenACC, 2012) and OpenHMPP (OpenHMPP, 2012) , GPU has arguably become as easy, if not easier, to program than multicore CPUs.
From the four factors discussed above we can see that GPU computing is a sound choice for sequence alignment. But there are more issues you may care about. First, we can see that the existing GPU-based sequence aligners are far from exploiting the computation capability of GPU, though accelerate the alignment to some extent. Second, further development is needed for the usability of GPUbased aligners. In the result, CUDASW++ is faster and more accurate than NCBI BLAST. So why not to choose CUDASW++? Usability is an important factor that influences the user's choice. The GPUbased aligners are mainly developed for academic research, most of which lacks later maintenance and upgrade. The features of these GPU-based aligners are far less than that of CPU-based aligners. The solution of usability calls for more professional programmers and algorithm designers to help with the research of bioinformatics.
